
TracSmart is a ‘cradle to grave’ solution 
designed to capture the full life-cycle of 
healthcare waste and identify optimisation 
improvements in movement, collection, 
segregation and compliance.

The Tracsmart system is operated using easy-to-use handheld devices 
and strategically placed barcodes, all unique to a specific location, action 
or receptacle. The system can track the filling frequency & movement of 
each receptacle, which will then be used as the foundation for driving 
optimisation and improvements. TracSmart can also be used to monitor 
staff performance, manage inventory and aid in additional training.

TracSmart
The smartest way  
to track & manage 
your portering service

Sharpsmart is working in partnership with healthcare facilities  
to deliver a highly efficient portering service, supporting efficiency  
and tracking optimisation in waste scheduling, container movement, 
segregation and waste disposal.

Sharpsmart’s latest innovation Tracsmart, an intuitive cloud-based portering  
system, brings streamlined traceability to every aspect of waste movement. 
Tracking containers and staff movement, the system captures the entire  
waste journey from initial point of disposal through to waste holding,  
transport and final treatment stage. 

EASY SCHEDULING 
Generate efficient daily 
collections schedules

INSTANT 
Highlight any issues  

in ‘real-time’

TRACKING 
Track the location/status of all 

waste holds, receptacles & porters

QUICK RESOLUTIONS 
Schedule immediate  
ward level collections

EASY STAFF USE 
Electronic clocking in/out  
feature for portering staff

THE BENEFITS
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Aligning with 
the 5 needs  
of UK  
Healthcare

For further information on 
TracSmart, including a  
free, no obligation 
demonstration please  
contact a member of our 
friendly customer service team.

care@sharpsmart.co.uk 
01388 810310

Safety
Porters can quickly record any spillages or  
non-conformances so they can be dealt with before 
causing an injury. They can also identify when a receptacle 
is overfilled and not suitable for manual handling.

Sustainability
Staff no longer need to print off daily job sheets, 
schedules, performance reports, etc, which would 
typically create a lot of paperwork.

Efficiency
The most efficient saving is time, through the reduction 
of unnecessary collections and waste movement.

Compliance
TracSmart aids compliant waste segregation and ensures 
all waste is consigned correctly. 

Education
Porters can highlight any on-site compliance issues 
where additional training of staff is required.

TracSmart supports the  
needs of your facility in the  
following 5 key areas:
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